CITRO FRESH™
Removes odors and flying insects in one application.

Create a - “NO FLY ZONE”
Do you have a trash collection area that contains odor or insects that are offensive to your customers or neighbors? We can help – with Citro Fresh. This specially formulated dry product releases a fresh fragrance, absorbs foul odors and provides a natural insect repellant. For a few pennies a day, Citro Fresh will assist in eliminating these problems.

Citro Fresh is made with NO HAZARDOUS materials, using base ingredients, as well as the established citronella insect repellent, Citro Fresh provides the combination you need to keep your trash exactly where you want it unnoticed!

Directions: Sprinkle a liberal amount of Citro Fresh into refuge container when empty, and as garbage piles up, add Citro Fresh as needed.

TECHNICAL DATA
ODOR: Fresh Clean
HAZ: Non Hazardous Ingredients
BIODEGRADABLE: Yes

COLOR: Green/Brown
TOXICITY: Non-Hazardous
Compound: Corn Granular
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